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ERK

:   extracellular signal‐regulated kinase

FGF

:   fibroblast growth factor

FGFR

:   fibroblast growth factor receptor

HCC

:   hepatocellular carcinoma

HGF

:   hepatocyte growth factor

HIF1α

:   hypoxia inducible factor 1 alpha subunit

OS

:   overall survival

PARP

:   poly(adenosine diphosphate ribose) polymerase

VEGF

:   vascular endothelial growth factor

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the second most common cause of cancer death worldwide.[1](#hep30481-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Two randomized controlled trials of sorafenib in patients with HCC showed improvements in median overall survival (OS) to almost 3 months and established sorafenib as a standard of care for advanced HCC.[2](#hep30481-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#hep30481-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Although sorafenib improves the OS of patients with HCC, the benefit is at best modest and transient.[2](#hep30481-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#hep30481-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Recently, lenvatinib has been shown to be noninferior to sorafenib in a phase III trial[4](#hep30481-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} and was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as a first line of treatment for HCC. In second line, regorafenib[5](#hep30481-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} and cabozantinib[6](#hep30481-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} were approved after significantly improved OS in patients with HCC. Nivolumab was approved by the FDA for HCC treatment based on the objective response rate and durability of response observed in a phase I/II trial.[7](#hep30481-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Thus, there is clearly a need for effective therapies to combat this deadly disease.

Overexpression of fibroblast growth factor (FGF) receptor (FGFR)‐2 and FGFR‐3 contributes to the tumorigenesis, metastasis, and poor prognosis of HCC.[8](#hep30481-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hep30481-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} FGF‐8, FGF‐17, FGF‐18, and FGFR‐2 were elevated in the majority of HCC cases.[9](#hep30481-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#hep30481-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} High expression of FGFR‐2 in HCC has been correlated with distant recurrence, less tumor differentiation, portal vein invasion, and poor prognosis.[8](#hep30481-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} FGF is a potent angiogenic factor in HCC.[11](#hep30481-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} FGF has been shown to augment vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)‐mediated angiogenesis[12](#hep30481-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and may lead to resistance to VEGF/VEGF receptor (VEGFR)‐targeted agents.[13](#hep30481-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}

Infigratinib is a pan‐FGFR kinase inhibitor that has a lower potency for FGFR‐4 than for FGFR‐1, ‐2, or ‐3.[14](#hep30481-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#hep30481-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Infigratinib potently inhibits bladder cancer xenografts and basic FGF (bFGF)‐stimulated angiogenesis but does not impair VEGF‐induced blood vessel formation.[14](#hep30481-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In phase I and II clinical trials, infigratinib has a manageable safety profile and showed antitumor activity in FGFR‐3‐mutant bladder, FGFR‐1‐amplified lung cancer, and cholangiocarcinoma with FGFR‐2 fusion.[16](#hep30481-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hep30481-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

The goals of the present study are to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying the antitumor effect of infigratinib in human HCC Patient‐Derived Xenograft (PDX) mouse models.[18](#hep30481-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

Materials and Methods {#hep30481-sec-0002}
=====================

The reagents, cell isolation and culture, whole exome sequencing, western blot analysis, immunohistochemistry, proangiogenic factor analysis, flow cytometric analysis, development of the sorafenib‐resistant HCC model, vessel perfusion studies, and statistical analysis are described in detail under Supporting Materials and Methods.

For hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)‐ and FGF‐stimulated activation of FGFR, freshly isolated HCC01‐0909 cells were treated with vehicle or 1 µM infigratinib for 24 hours and then stimulated with 50 ng/mL bFGF, 50 ng/mL acidic FGF, 200 ng/mL FGF19, or 50 ng/mL HGF for 10 minutes. The cells were harvested, and changes in the proteins of interest were determined by western blotting.

Efficacy of Infigratinib in Subcutaneous HCC Models {#hep30481-sec-0003}
---------------------------------------------------

All animals received humane care according to the criteria outlined in the "Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals" prepared by the National Academy of Sciences and published by the National Institutes of Health (NIH publication 86‐23 revised 1985).

HCC PDX xenograft lines were used to establish tumors in male C.B‐17 SCID mice aged 9‐10 weeks and weighed 23‐25 g (InVivos Pte. Ltd., Singapore) as described previously.[18](#hep30481-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#hep30481-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Mice were provided with sterilized food and water ad libitum, and housed in negative pressure isolators with corn cob bedding, which were set at 23°C and 43% humidity, with 12‐h light/dark cycles.

For dose‐response experiments, mice bearing HCC06‐0606 xenografts (10 mice per group) were orally administered vehicle (7 parts 30% wt/vol Captisol to 3 parts PEG300) or 10, 20, and 30 mg/kg infigratinib once daily for 14 days.

For time‐dependent inhibition of infigratinib targets, mice bearing HCC06‐0606 tumors were orally administered a single dose of infigratinib at 20 mg/kg. Two tumors were harvested after treatment at each of the indicated time points for western blotting.

To investigate the antitumor effects of infigratinib, mice bearing tumors were orally administered either vehicle or 20 mg/kg infigratinib once daily for 10‐28 days. Each group consisted of 8‐10 mice. Treatment was initiated when the tumors reached sizes of approximately 170‐250 mm^3^. Tumor growth was monitored, and tumor volume was calculated as described.[18](#hep30481-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#hep30481-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} At the end of the study, the body and tumor weights were recorded, and the tumors were harvested 2 hours after the last treatments for subsequent analyses.

For the infigratinib/vinorelbine combination experiments, mice bearing tumors were treated as follows: (1) intraperitoneal injection with 200 µL vehicle, (2) 15 mg/kg oral infigratinib once daily, (3) intraperitoneal injection with 3 mg/kg vinorelbine, and (4) combined oral infigratinib and intraperitoneal‐injected vinorelbine. Control and vinorelbine injections were performed every 3 days for indicated times. Treatments started when the tumors were approximately 170‐250 mm^3^. Tumor growth was monitored, and tumor volume was calculated as described.[18](#hep30481-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#hep30481-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Mice were sacrificed 2 hours after the last treatments, and tumor tissues were collected for subsequent analysis.

Efficacy of Infigratinib in Orthotopic HCC Models {#hep30481-sec-0004}
-------------------------------------------------

HCC09‐0913, HCC13‐0109, and HCC06‐0606 orthotopic models were established as described.[19](#hep30481-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Animals were randomized into groups (n = 10) when the tumors were approximately 100‐150 mm^3^, and treatment was initiated on day 9 after tumor implantation. For survival, metastasis, and invasion experiments, mice bearing tumors were treated once daily with vehicle or 15 mg/kg infigratinib for 28 days. Body weight, ascites formation, and overall survival were monitored daily. Tumor‐bearing mice were sacrificed when they became moribund. The extent of macroscopic lung metastasis and the sizes of the primary orthotopic tumors were also documented.

Gene Copy Number {#hep30481-sec-0005}
----------------

DNA samples were genotyped using Affymetrix SNP array 6.0, and copy number analysis of FGFRs was performed as described.[20](#hep30481-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#hep30481-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

Results {#hep30481-sec-0006}
=======

Expression of FGFR‐1 to ‐4 in HCC PDX Models {#hep30481-sec-0007}
--------------------------------------------

We first characterized a panel of 62 HCC models for the expression of FGFR‐1 to ‐4 by western blot analysis. FGFR‐1 protein was very low but detectable in 22.5% (14/62) of the models. FGFR‐2, FGFR‐3, and FGFR‐4 proteins were detected in 44% (21 of 62), 48.3% (30 of 62), and 100% (62 of 62) of models, respectively. Consistent with a previous study,[10](#hep30481-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} 11 of 62 (17.7%) HCC models tested expressed high levels of FGFR‐2, ‐3, and ‐4 (Fig. [1](#hep30481-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A; Supporting Fig. [S1](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). They were chosen for subsequent studies.

![FGFR‐1 to ‐4 expression in HCC models and the effects of infigratinib on the cell cycle and on FGF‐stimulated FGFR activation in the HCC01‐0909 model. Tumor samples were collected from 14 HCC PDX models when tumors were approximately 800‐1000 mm^3^. Tumor lysates were prepared and subjected to western blot analysis. (A) Representative blots. Fifteen DNA samples were genotyped using Affymetrix SNP array 6.0. (B) The copy number analysis of FGFRs was performed using Aroma.Affymetrix (Version 1.3.0) software. HCC01‐0909 cells were treated with vehicle or 1 µM infigratinib for 24 hours and then stimulated with 50 ng/mL FGF‐2, 50 ng/mL FGF‐1, 200 ng/mL FGF19, or 50 ng/mL HGF for 10 minutes. The cells were harvested and analyzed by western blotting. (C) Representative blots. HCC21‐0208, HCC13‐0109, and HCC26‐0808A cells were treated with either 0.1% DMSO or three doses (0.5, 1, and 1.5 µM) of infigratinib for 24 hours and fixed in 70% ethanol. (D) Cell cycle analysis was performed. Mice bearing the HCC06‐0606 xenograft were orally administered vehicle or 10, 20, or 30 mg/kg infigratinib once daily for 14 days as described in Materials and Methods. (E) Tumor volumes plotted as the mean ± standard error and statistical analysis (Student *t* test). Mice bearing HCC06‐0606 xenografts were treated as described in (E) for 3 days. Tumors were collected 2 hours after the last dose of therapy for marker analysis by western blotting. (F) Representative blots. Western blotting and cell cycle analyses were performed as described in Supporting Materials and Methods.](HEP-69-943-g001){#hep30481-fig-0001}

Determination of FGFR1‐4 Mutation and Copy Number in HCC PDX Models {#hep30481-sec-0008}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Whole Exome Sequencing (WES) analysis revealed that none of the HCC models tested harbored any mutations in the *FGFR*s.[22](#hep30481-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Because FGFRs can also be dysregulated by overexpression through gene amplification,[22](#hep30481-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hep30481-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} we analyzed 15 selected models for determination of *FGFR* copy number using Affymetrix SNP array. Amplification of the *FGFR‐2, ‐3*, and *‐4*genes (copy number ≥ 3) were common among HCC models with high FGFR expression (Fig. [1](#hep30481-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). Expression of FGFR‐2 and ‐3 proteins correlated with the gene copy number. Low levels of FGFR‐1 were detected in HCC21‐0208 and HCC13‐0109 even though they had 3 copies of *FGFR‐1*. Loss of 1 copy of *FGFR‐1* was very common in low‐FGFR‐1‐expressing models (33.3%).

Infigratinib Inhibits FGF‐Induced Activation of the FGFR Signaling Pathway and Cell Cycle Progression {#hep30481-sec-0009}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pretreatment of HCC01‐0909 cells with 1.0 µM Infigratinib for 18 hours abolished FGF‐2‐, FGF‐1‐, and FGF‐19‐stimulated phosphorylation of Fibroblast Growth Factor Receptor Substrate 2 alpha (FRS2‐α) and extracellular signal‐regulated kinase (ERK)1/2 (Fig. [1](#hep30481-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). Infigratinib had no effect on HGF‐induced phosphorylation of ERK1/2, suggesting that the inhibitory effect of infigratinib was specific to the FGF/FGFR signaling pathway. Infigratinib caused a significant increase in the percentage of cells in the G1 and sub‐G1 phases with a concomitant reduction in the percentage of cells in the G2/M and S phases (Fig. [1](#hep30481-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}D), suggesting that infigratinib causes G1 cell cycle arrest.

Dose‐Dependent Antitumor Activity and the Duration of FGFR Pathway Inhibition by Infigratinib in HCC06‐0606 Model {#hep30481-sec-0010}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Daily treatment of HCC06‐0606 tumor‐bearing mice with 10, 20, and 30 mg/kg infigratinib for 14 days led to approximately 65%, 96%, and 98% reductions in tumor burden, respectively (Fig. [1](#hep30481-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}E). Consistent with the safety profiles of infigratinib in human studies,[16](#hep30481-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hep30481-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} daily treatment of mice with infigratinib resulted in significant elevation in alanine aminotransferase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and a significant decrease in serum creatinine (Supporting Fig. [S2](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Infigratinib potently inhibited p‐FRS2‐α and p‐ERK1/2 (Figure [1](#hep30481-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}F), and the inhibition of these biomarkers occurred within 2 hours after a single oral dose of 20 mg/kg infigratinib, was maintained for approximately 10 hours, and returned to baseline by 12 hours after treatment (Fig. [2](#hep30481-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). Unlike p‐ERK1/2, p‐AKT was not significantly affected (Figs. [1](#hep30481-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}F, [2](#hep30481-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). The dose of 15‐20 mg/kg infigratinib was deemed efficacious and was therefore chosen for subsequent experiments.

![Effects of Infigratinib on the tumor growth of HCC PDX models. Mice bearing HCC06‐0606 tumors were orally administered 200 µL of vehicle (n = 6) or 20 mg/kg/day infigratinib (n = 10). Two tumors per treatment group were harvested at indicated times for western blotting. (A) Representative blots. Mice bearing indicated HCC tumors (22 models) were treated with vehicle or 20 mg/kg infigratinib once daily (QD) for 10‐28 days (depending on the model). Each group consisted of 10 mice. Tumor volumes were calculated and plotted as described in Materials and Methods. (B‐D) The representative tumor volumes ± standard errors at the indicated time points and statistical significance (Student *t* test). (E) Efficacy of infigratinib on high‐, intermediate‐, and low‐FGFR‐expressing HCC models was determined as the fold change relative to the vehicle control, where the median weight of the respective vehicle‐treated tumor at the end of treatment was assigned as 1.](HEP-69-943-g002){#hep30481-fig-0002}

Infigratinib Demonstrates Potent Antitumor, Antiproliferative, and Apoptotic Activities in HCC Models {#hep30481-sec-0011}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next examined the antitumor activity of 20 mg/kg infigratinib in 11 high‐ and 8 low‐FGFR‐expressing HCC PDXs. The growth rates of high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC26‐0808A and HCC21‐0208 xenografts were significantly decreased by infigratinib treatment (Fig. [2](#hep30481-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, *P *\< 0.00001). Infigratinib had no significant effects on the growth of low‐FGFR‐expressing HCC10‐0505 tumors (Fig. [2](#hep30481-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D, *P* = 0.8869). Infigratinib was active in 11 HCC models that expressed high levels of FGFR‐2, ‐3, and ‐4. In contrast, low‐FGFR‐expressing HCC models were insensitive to infigratinib (Fig. [2](#hep30481-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}E; Supporting Fig. [S3](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Compared with the vehicle treatment, infigratinib treatment caused a significant decrease in p‐Histone 3 Ser10‐positive cells and a significant elevation in cleaved poly(adenosine diphosphate ribose) polymerase (PARP)‐positive cells in the high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC13‐0109 (Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A), HCC26‐0808A (Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) and HCC17‐0212 models (Supporting Fig. [S5](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) (*P *\< 0.05). In contrast, there were no significant differences in the percentages of apoptotic and mitotic cells between the vehicle‐ and infigratinib‐treated low‐FGFR‐expressing HCC10‐0505 and HCC2‐1318 tumors (Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). In addition, infigratinib was able to induce tumor cell differentiation as determined by cell size and nuclear morphology. This is associated with elevation of hepatocyte nuclear factor (HNF) 4α and cytochrome p450 3A4 (Supporting Fig. [S6](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Effects of infigratinib on cell proliferation, apoptosis, vessel normalization, the expression of angiogenic factors, and the FGFR signaling pathway and its downstream targets in the high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC model. Mice bearing HCC13‐0109 tumors were treated once daily (QD) with vehicle control or 20 mg/kg infigratinib for 14 days. Vehicle‐ and infigratinib‐treated mice were perfused with biotinylated *Lycopersicon*esculentum (Tomato) lectin and injected with pimonidazole hydrochloride as described in Supporting Materials and Methods. Tumors collected 2 hours after the last treatments were processed for immunohistochemistry as described in Supporting Materials and Methods. (A) Representative images of tumor sections from vehicle‐ and infigratinib‐treated mice stained for p‐Histone H3 Ser10, cleaved PARP, lectin, Hypoxyprobe, and blood vessel. Vehicle‐ and infigratinib‐treated mice were intravenously injected with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)‐dextran as described in Supporting Materials Methods. Fifteen‐micron sections were prepared, and extensive leakage of FITC‐dextran from the tumor vasculature into the interstitial microvessels was visualized using an Olympus BX60 microscope (Olympus, Japan) equipped with appropriate filters. (A) Representative photographs. Mice bearing indicated tumors were treated with vehicle control, 20 mg/kg foretinib once daily, 5 mg/kg bevacizumab weekly, or 20 mg/kg infigratinib once daily for 12 days. Tumors were collected, and RNA extractions were performed according to the Qiagen RNeasy protocol. Real‐time quantitative PCR was performed as described in Supporting Materials and Methods. (B) Representative ethidium bromide--stained gels. Mice bearing high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC13‐0109 tumors were orally administered vehicle or 20 mg/kg infigratinib once daily for 5 days. Each group consisted of four mice. Treatment started when the tumors reached sizes of approximately 500 mm^3^. Tumors were harvested 2 hours after the last dose of infigratinib, and tumor lysates were prepared and subjected to western blot analysis as described in Supporting Materials and Methods. (C) Representative blots. Densitometric data (fold changes) are shown below each group. Different asterisks (\*) indicate significant differences (*P *\< 0.05, Student *t* test). Abbreviation: GAPDH, glyceraldehyde 3‐phosphate dehydrogenase.](HEP-69-943-g003){#hep30481-fig-0003}

Infigratinib Inhibits Tumor Hypoxia Through Blood Vessel Normalization in HCC Models {#hep30481-sec-0012}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A and Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A show that blood vessels in vehicle‐treated high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC13‐0109 and HCC26‐0808A tumors are irregularly shaped and tortuous, indicative of vascular remodeling. In contrast, blood vessels in the infigratinib‐treated tumors remain slim, resembling capillary‐like vessels. Interestingly, infigratinib did not cause a similar blood vessel phenotype in low‐FGFR‐expressing HCC2‐1318 and HCC10‐0505 tumors (Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Within 5 days after infigratinib withdrawal, there was evidence of reversibility of the blood vessels, and by day 7, the tumors had a blood vessel density that was nearly similar to that of the vehicle‐treated tumors (Supporting Fig. [S4](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), suggesting that persistent FGFR blockade is required to maintain capillary‐like blood vessels.

To determine whether the increased network of vessels in infigratinib‐treated tumors was functional, biotinylated *Lycopersicon esculentum* (Tomato) lectin was injected intravenously into vehicle‐ and infigratinib‐treated tumor‐bearing mice for labeling of the murine vascular endothelium, allowing detection of the perfused vasculature, followed by pimonidazole HCl infusion to measure the hypoxic microenvironment in the tumors as evidence of vessel normalization. As clearly shown in Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A, very little or no lectin was bound in the blood vessels of the vehicle‐treated high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC13‐0109 and other high‐FGFR‐expressing models (Supporting Figs. [S5](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that they were not functional. Large regions of the tumor section were stained positively with hypoxyprobe, indicative of hypoxic regions (Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A; Supporting Fig. [S5](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the majority of capillary‐like blood vessels induced by infigratinib treatment stained positively for biotinylated lectin, suggesting that they were well perfused and productive (Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A; Supporting Figs. [S5](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, hypoxyprobe staining was negative across the large sections of the tumors, indicating that the regions were well oxygenated (Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A; Supporting Fig. [S5](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A shows representative images with diffused vascularization and rapid leakage in the vehicle‐treated tumors compared with the infigratinib‐treated tumors as determined by intravenous injection of 40‐kDa fluorescent dextran. These data suggest that inhibition of FGFR signaling results in the formation of well‐perfused productive blood vessels, leading to a reduction in tumor hypoxia.

To investigate the mechanistic basis of nonfunctional/leaky vessels in HCC cells, we overexpressed the FGFR‐2 in HCC14‐0910 cells (FGFR‐2‐HCC14‐0910) (Supporting Fig. [S8](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Mice bearing tumors were treated with vehicle or 20 mg/kg infigratinib once daily for 14 days. Our preliminary data showed that the vessel density, lectin perfusion, and tumor hypoxia was not significantly altered by overexpression of FGFR‐2 *in vivo*. The density of blood vessels in FGFR‐2‐HCC14‐0910 tumors was significantly increased following infigratinib treatment as determined by CD31 immunostaining. Very little or no lectin was detected in blood vessels of vehicle‐treated FGFR‐2‐expressing HCC14‐0910 tumors, suggesting that they were not functional. Large regions of the tumor section derived from vehicle‐treated FGFR‐2‐HCC14‐0910 tumors were stained positively with hypoxyprobe, indicative of hypoxic regions. In contrast, many capillary‐like blood vessels induced by infigratinib were stained positive for biotinylated lectin, suggesting that they were well perfused and functional. In addition, hypoxyprobe staining was negative across the large section of the infigratinib‐treated FGFR‐2‐HCC14‐0910 tumor, indicating the region was well oxygenated. Infigratinib did not mimic the similar phenotype of blood vessels in parental HCC14‐0910 tumors. These data suggest that the functional tumor vasculature is regulated at least in part by FGFR‐2 signaling.

Infigratinib Switches Off the Angiogenic Rescue Program in HCC Models {#hep30481-sec-0013}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Because low oxygen up‐regulates hypoxia inducible factor 1 alpha subunit (HIF1α), which stimulates tumor cells to produce a variety of proangiogenic factors (HIF1α, VEGF, platelet‐derived growth factor‐AA, Cyr61, and bFGF) that stimulate new blood vessel formation within hypoxic areas,[24](#hep30481-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#hep30481-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} we analyzed the mRNA levels of proangiogenic factors in tumors by real‐time quantitative PCR. As expected, treatment of high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC26‐0808A model with bevacizumab or foretinib resulted in a significant up‐regulation of VEGF and HIF1α, which explains the presence of the rescue angiogenic program (Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B, *P *\< 0.05). In the HCC26‐0808A model, infigratinib reduced the expression of proangiogenic factors (Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B, *P *\< 0.05), and this occurred on day 3 before changes in HIF1α (Supporting Fig. [S9](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These changes did not occur in the low‐FGFR‐expressing HCC26‐1004 model (Supporting Fig. [S9](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Supporting Fig. [S8](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C showed that the levels of intratumoral VEGF and basic FGF were significantly reduced when FGFR‐2‐expressing HCC14‐0910 tumors were treated with infigratinib. These data suggest that the expression of VEGF and FGF‐2 is regulated at least in part by FGFR‐2 signaling.

Infigratinib Induces Apoptosis and Inhibits FGFR Signaling and its Downstream Targets in HCC PDXs {#hep30481-sec-0014}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Supporting Fig. [S10](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A showed that the FGFR‐1 to ‐4 proteins from the infigratinib‐treated HCC13‐0109 (Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C) and HCC09‐0913 lysates exhibited faster migration than the proteins from the vehicle‐treated tumor lysates, possibly due to reduced phosphorylation. Whereas the FGFR‐1, ‐3, and ‐4 levels in the infigratinib‐treated HCC13‐0109 tumors were significantly reduced (*P *\< 0.05), the FGFR‐2 level was significantly increased (Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C, *P *\< 0.05). The FGFR‐3 levels were modestly increased in the HCC09‐0913 tumors (Supporting Fig. [S10](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). The levels of p‐FRS2‐α, p‐ERK1/2, p‐p70S6K, p‐4EBP1, p‐Cdk‐2, p‐Cdc‐2, p‐RB, Survivin, CDC25C, and retinoblastoma in the infigratinib‐treated HCC13‐0109 (Fig. [3](#hep30481-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C) and HCC09‐0913 (Supporting Fig. [S10](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) tumors were significantly reduced (*P *\< 0.05), suggesting that FGFR activity was inhibited. Furthermore, infigratinib treatment caused an up‐regulation of Bim, p27, and cleaved PARP. These changes were not observed in the infigratinib‐treated low‐FGFR‐expressing HCC10‐0505 tumors (Supporting Fig. [S10](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Similar data were obtained when high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC21‐0208 and HCC01‐0909 tumors were analyzed (Supporting Fig. [S11](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Infigratinib Inhibits Tumor Invasion and Lung Metastasis and Prolongs the Survival of Mice {#hep30481-sec-0015}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. [4](#hep30481-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A and Supporting Fig. [S10](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C show that infigratinib treatment potently inhibited tumor growth, and small‐sized tumors were detectable in the livers of treated animals (*P *\< 0.01). Whereas tumors treated with infigratinib displayed smooth edges, suggesting minimal invasion, tumors in mice treated with vehicle showed very uneven edges and invasion into the surrounding normal liver tissue (Fig. [4](#hep30481-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B). Compared with the vehicle treatment, infigratinib treatment significantly reduced the Lymphatic Vessel Endothelial Receptor‐1 (LYVE‐1) positive peritumoral lymphatic vessel density and area by approximately 80% and 40%, respectively (Fig. [4](#hep30481-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B, *P *\< 0.05). Lung metastasis was detected in 9 of 10 control mice and 1 of 10 infigratinib‐treated mice (Fig. [4](#hep30481-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}C). A Kaplan‐Meier survival analysis confirmed that all vehicle‐treated HCC09‐0913 and HCC13‐0109 mice were moribund on days 52 and 47, respectively. However, the survival time of the infigratinib‐treated mice was substantially longer; the HCC09‐0913 and HCC13‐0109 mice were moribund after day 250 and on day 77, respectively (Fig. [4](#hep30481-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}D; Supporting Fig. [S10](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). The results show that infigratinib inhibits lung metastasis and prolongs the survival of mice bearing high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC tumors (*P *\< 0.01, log‐rank test).

![Effects of infigratinib on the tumor growth, invasion, and lung metastasis and on the survival of mice bearing high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC tumors. HCC13‐0109 and HCC06‐0606 orthotopic models were established as described.[19](#hep30481-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Mice bearing tumors were treated with vehicle or 15 mg/kg infigratinib once daily (QD) for 28 days. Each treatment group consisted of 10 mice. Treatments were initiated when the tumors reached sizes of approximately 100‐150 mm^3^. (A) The sizes of the primary orthotopic tumors, (B) tumor cell invasion and the Lymphatic Vessel Endothelial Receptor‐1 (LYVE‐1) positive peritumoral lymphatic vessel density, (C) the extent of microscopic lung metastasis, and (D) a Kaplan‐Meier survival analysis are shown. Infigratinib inhibited tumor cell invasion, tumor growth (*P* = 0.0001653), and lung metastasis (*P* = 4.653 × 10^‐5^) and improved the overall survival of mice (log‐rank test, *P* = 0.001653). Bars: 125 μM and 50 μM.](HEP-69-943-g004){#hep30481-fig-0004}

Effects of Infigratinib on Tumor Growth, Angiogenesis, Cell Proliferation, and Apoptosis in Sorafenib‐Resistant HCC Tumors {#hep30481-sec-0016}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Treatment of HCC06‐0606 models with sorafenib resulted in the up‐regulation of FGFR‐3/‐4, p‐FRS2‐α, and p‐ERK1/2 (Supporting Fig. [S12](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). A study of sorafenib‐resistant HCC06‐0606 tumors revealed an up‐regulation of FGFRs, p‐FGFR, and p‐ERK1/2 after the tumors became resistant to sorafenib therapy (Supporting Fig. [S12](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Fig. 5A,B show that the HCC26‐0808ASora46 and HCC06‐0606Sora87 tumors exhibited significant growth inhibition when FGFR signaling was blocked by infigratinib, as evidenced by the reductions in p‐FRS2‐α and p‐ERK1/2. Elevations in Bim and cleaved PARP were also detected (Fig. [5](#hep30481-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C). Infigratinib treatment also increased the number of productive tumor vessels as determined by lectin perfusion, reduced hypoxia and tumor cell proliferation, and induced apoptosis (Fig. [5](#hep30481-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}D). These observations suggest that sorafenib up‐regulates mediators of the FGFR signaling pathway, which may induce resistance to sorafenib therapy.

![Effects of infigratinib on tumor growth, angiogenesis, the FGFR signaling pathway, cell proliferation, and the apoptosis of sorafenib‐resistant HCC tumors. HCC26‐0808ASora46 and HCC06‐0606Sora87 tumors were implanted subcutaneously into severe combined immunodeficient mice as described in Materials and Methods. Mice bearing indicated tumors were treated with 10 mg/kg sorafenib or 20 mg/kg infigratinib once daily (QD) for 17 to 30 days. For HCC06‐0606Sora87 tumors, a vehicle group was included. Each treatment arm involved 10 independent tumor‐bearing mice. Tumor tissues were collected 2 hours after the last treatments. (A,B) Tumor volumes ± standard errors at given time points and statistical analysis (Student *t* test), (C) a representative western blot analysis of the FGFR signaling pathway, and (D) representative images of tumor sections from sorafenib‐treated and infigratinib‐treated mice stained for lectin perfusion, blood vessels, p‐Histone H3 Ser10, cleaved PARP, and Hypoxyprobe are shown. Densitometric data (fold changes) are shown below each group. Different letters or asterisks (\*) indicate significant differences (*P *\< 0.05, Student *t* test).](HEP-69-943-g005){#hep30481-fig-0005}

Infigratinib Plus Vinorelbine Inhibits Tumor Growth and Prolongs the Survival of Mice {#hep30481-sec-0017}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tumor vessel normalization reportedly improves chemotherapeutic drug delivery in mouse models, decreases tumor growth, and increases survival.[26](#hep30481-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#hep30481-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#hep30481-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} We determined whether infigratinib treatment increased the delivery of the microtubule‐depolymerizing drug vinorelbine, whose toxicity relies on the prolonged mitotic arrest to tumors with corresponding decreases in tumor growth and improvements in the survival times of mice bearing high‐FGFR‐expressing tumors. Supporting Fig. [S13](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} showed that vinorelbine had better antitumor activity than doxorubicin and paclitaxel. As expected, infigratinib significantly inhibited the growth of high‐FGFR‐expressing tumors. The addition of vinorelbine to infigratinib significantly improved the antitumor efficacies of the single agents (Table [1](#hep30481-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, *P *\< 0.01).

###### 

Effects of Infigratinib, Vinorelbine, and Infigratinib Plus Vinorelbine on Tumor Growth in the Hepatocellular Carcinoma Models

  Tumor Burden (g)    *P* Value                                                                  
  ------------------- ----------------- ------------------ ----------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  HCC21‐0208          1.1453 ± 0.0987   0.5104 ± 0.8763    0.1256 ± 0.020    0.0342 ± 0.008      Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0005805; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0003969; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.006709
  HC13‐0109           1.4027 ± 0.1033   0.1862 ± 0.0271    0.0815 ± 0.0163   0.0342 ± 0.0091     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0007203; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.020009; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.02812
  HCC13‐0212          1.9304 ± 0.2564   0.8606 ± 0.1181    0.4250 ± 0.072    0.0796 ± 0.0276     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 1.546 × 10^−5^; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0005196; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.007098
  HCC25‐0809          0.9468 ± 0.0613   0.6351 ± 0.0371    0.4087 ± 0.0389   0.0791 ± 0.0200     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 1.078 × 10^−10^; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 5.637 × 10^−7^; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.0005207
  HCC06‐0606          2.4531 ± 0.2248   0.8067 ± 0.1210    1.3251 ± 0.0550   0.0798 ± 0.0101     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 3.3371 × 10^−5^; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 2.5252 × 10^−12^; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.001603
  HCC09‐0913          1.8632 ± 0.1980   0.8205 ± 0.1076    0.2450 ± 0.0758   0.05302 ± 0.04802   Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0003642; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 2.6578 × 10^−5^; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.0005438
  HCC26‐0808ASora62   2.3597 ± 0.1857   0.9109 ± 0.1346    2.6342 ± 0.3176   0.2462 ± 0.0239     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0005010; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 5.3631 × 10^−6^; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 9.36512 × 10^−5^
  HCC06‐0606Sora80    2.4531 ± 0.2248   0.8067 ± 0.1210    1.3251 ± 0.0550   0.0798 ± 0.0101     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0005805; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0003969; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.0006709
  HCC26‐0808A         1.5680 ± 0.1079   0.1893 ± 0.0230    1.2350 ± 0.1088   0.0721 ± 0.016      Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0001975; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 6.234 × 10^−5^; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.000422
  HCC25‐0705A         1.8573 ± 0.1247   1.6341 ± 0.1018    1.6986 ± 0.0971   0.5646 ± 0.0626     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 4.7662 × 10^−8^; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 1.1799 × 10^−8^; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.6518
  HCC17‐0211          1.0509 ± 0.1040   0.4225 ± 0.0370    0.5759 ± 0.0635   0.1751 ± 0.0358     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.002687; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0006256; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.0459
  HCC01‐0909          2.0568 ± 0.1567   0.5234 ± 0.04344   1.9504 ± 0.1234   0.2634 ± 0.07812    Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.001623; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 5.6757 × 10^−5^; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 7.8892 × 10^−5^
  HCC29‐1104          1.8250 ± 0.0987   0.7805 ± 0.6798    0.8350 ± 0.1167   0.2156 ± 0.0430     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.00674; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.007379; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.3547
  HCC02‐0113          1.3375 ± 0.1550   1.1463 ± 0.177     1.2772 ± 0.1553   0.950 ± 0.132       Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.04780; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0567; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.6328
  HCC24‐0714          1.5470 ± 0.0832   1.1360 ± 0.0642    0.8120 ± 0.0977   0.3845 ± 0.0412     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.01034; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.000426; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.00812
  HCC16‐1014          1.2949 ± 0.1272   0.7945 ± 0.0884    0.5442 ± 0.0665   0.4259 ± 0.0620     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.003091; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.2137; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.04589
  HCC19‐0913          1.3912 ± 0.0975   1.0317 ± 0.0793    0.5401 ± 0.0566   0.2205 ± 0.0326     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 1.8547 × 10^−7^; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0003150; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 9.1730 × 10^−5^
  HCC01‐1214          0.8853 ± 0.0855   0.8201 ± 0.0408    0.8722 ± 0.0657   0.7003 ± 0.1127     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.3312; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.2042; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.5087
  HCC29‐0714B         1.7185 ± 0.2168   1.2884 ± 0.1269    1.1851 ± 0.0440   0.8443 ± 0.0895     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.0104; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.003081; Vino vs Inf *P* = 0.4518
  HCC11‐0314          1.6534 ± 0.1257   1.0350 ± 0.1107    1.4080 ± 0.1346   0.8123 ± 0.1325     Inf vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.2503; Vino vs. Inf/Vino *P* = 0.06534; Vino vs. Inf *P* = 0.7546

Indicated tumors were implanted subcutaneously into severe combined immunodeficient mice as described in Materials and Methods**.** Mice bearing indicated tumors were randomized and divided into four groups. They were orally treated with (1) 200 µL of vehicle, (2) 15 mg/kg infigratinib once daily, (3) 3 mg/kg vinorelbine once every 3.5 days, or (4) 20 mg/kg infigratinib plus vinorelbine for 14 to 28 days. Each treatment arm comprised 8‐10 independent tumor‐bearing mice. The median weights of the drug‐treated and vehicle‐treated tumors at sacrifice are shown. Differences in the tumor weight between infigratinib (Inf), vinorelbine (Vino), and infigratinib/vinorelbine (Inf/Vino) groups were compared using Student *t* test.
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Compared with the vehicle‐ or infigratinib‐treated tumors, the vinorelbine‐ and infigratinib/vinorelbine‐treated tumors had a 1.3‐ to 1.8‐fold higher proportion of p‐Histone 3 Ser10‐positive cells, probably due to the ability of vinorelbine to arrest cells in mitosis.[29](#hep30481-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Infigratinib modestly reduced or had no effects (Supporting Figs. [S14](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S15](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) on the vinorelbine‐induced elevation of p‐Histone 3‐positive cells. The infigratinib/vinorelbine combination group had 2‐ to 15‐fold more cleaved PARP‐positive cells than the infigratinib and vinorelbine alone groups (Supporting Figs. [S14‐S16](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *P *\< 0.01). As expected, the infigratinib‐treated tumors had increased productive blood vessels and no hypoxia compared with the vehicle control-- and vinorelbine‐treated tumors (Supporting Fig. [S14](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *P *\< 0.05). No significant difference in lectin perfusion and tumor hypoxia was observed in infigratinib‐ and infigratinib/vinorelbine‐treated tumors (*P* = 0.421), suggesting that vinorelbine does not antagonize the effects of infigratinib on blood vessel normalization.

The levels of FGFR‐1‐4 in the infigratinib‐ and infigratinib/vinorelbine‐treated tumors were significantly decreased (Fig. [6](#hep30481-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A; Supporting Figs. [S17](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S18](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). These proteins also migrated faster than their equivalents in the vehicle‐ and vinorelbine‐treated tumors, possibly because of reduced phosphorylation. Vinorelbine significantly increased FGFR‐4, FRS2‐α, p‐p70S6K, p‐S6R, and p‐4EBP1 in the HCC29‐1104 tumors. Compared with infigratinib, treatment with infigratinib/vinorelbine led to further reductions in FGFR‐2, FGFR‐4, p‐Rb, p‐FRS2‐α, cyclin B1, CDC25C, p‐Cdc2, p‐P70S6K, p‐4EBP1, and Survivin. Significant up‐regulation of p27, Bim, and cleaved caspase 3 was detected in the infigratinib/vinorelbine‐treated tumors (Fig. [6](#hep30481-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A; Supporting Fig. [S17](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S18](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, *P *\< 0.05).

![Effects of infigratinib, vinorelbine, and infigratinib plus vinorelbine on tumor growth, the survival of mice, the FGFR signaling pathway, and FGFR downstream targets in high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC tumors. Mice bearing HCC09‐0913 tumors were treated with infigratinib once daily (QD), vinorelbine once every three and half days (Q3.5D), and infigratinib plus vinorelbine for 5 days as described in Materials and Methods**.** Each treatment arm comprised four independent tumor‐bearing mice. Tumors were harvested 2 hours after the last dose of treatment. Tumor lysates were subjected to western blot analysis as described in Supporting Materials and Methods. Blots were incubated with indicated antibodies. (A) Representative blots and densitometric data (fold changes) are shown below each group. Different letters or asterisks (\*) indicate significant differences (*P *\< 0.05, Student *t* test). The HCC13‐0109 orthotopic model was established as described.[19](#hep30481-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Tumor‐bearing mice were treated daily with infigratinib, vinorelbine, or infigratinib plus vinorelbine as described in Materials and Methods for 28 days. Each treatment group comprised 10 mice. (B) The sizes of the primary orthotopic tumors and a (C) Kaplan‐Meier survival analysis are shown. Infigratinib/vinorelbine inhibited tumor growth and significantly improved the overall survival of mice (log‐rank test, vehicle versus vinorelbine: *P* = 0.0001221, vehicle versus infigratinib plus vinorelbine: *P* = 0.00007421, Infigratinib versus infigratinib plus vinorelbine: *P* = 0.02645; vinorelbine versus infigratinib plus vinorelbine: *P* = 0.01237).](HEP-69-943-g006){#hep30481-fig-0006}

The infigratinib/vinorelbine combination was more potent than the single agents in inhibiting tumor growth in the orthotopic models (Fig. [6](#hep30481-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B; Supporting Fig. [S18](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). A Kaplan‐Meier survival analysis showed that all mice in the vehicle, vinorelbine, and infigratinib groups were moribund on days 47, 84, and 76, respectively, in the HCC13‐0109 groups (Fig. [6](#hep30481-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}C) and on days 14, 35, and 20, respectively, in the HCC25‐0705A groups (Supporting Fig. [S18](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). The survival time was substantially longer for the infigratinib/vinorelbine combination group than for the groups treated with single agents; the mice were moribund on day 96 in the HCC13‐0109 combination group (Fig. [6](#hep30481-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}C) and on day 80 in the HCC25‐0707A combination group (Supporting Fig. [S18](#hep30481-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C, *P *\< 0.05, log‐rank test).

Discussion {#hep30481-sec-0018}
==========

The diagnosis of HCC portends a dismal diagnosis and is not amenable to existing therapeutic modalities.[30](#hep30481-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Because overexpression of FGFRs contributes to HCC tumorigenesis and metastasis,[8](#hep30481-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hep30481-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} targeting the inhibition of the FGF/FGFR signaling cascade may represent a new treatment approach for patients with HCC. A number of FGFR inhibitors[31](#hep30481-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hep30481-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#hep30481-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} are currently in clinical trials to treat cancers harboring FGFR aberrations. We demonstrate that the known FGFR‐2 and ‐3 mutations are not detected in the 62 HCC models examined.[22](#hep30481-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Up to 77% of HCC model studies have very low or undetectable levels of FGFR‐1. Loss of one copy of the *FGFR‐1* gene is very common among the low‐FGFR‐1‐expressing models. Overexpression of FGFR‐2 and FGFR‐3 through gene amplification was detected in 11 of the 62 (17.7%) HCC models tested**.**

In the study, we demonstrated that infigratinib treatment results in a profound antitumor activity in HCC models expressing high FGFR‐2 and ‐3 levels and HCC tumors with acquired sorafenib resistance. Infigratinib treatment results in elevation in serum ALT, ALP, and AST, which is consistent with the safety profiles of infigratinib in human studies.[16](#hep30481-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hep30481-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The higher antitumor activity observed in infigratinib‐treated mice can plausibly be explained by the ability of infigratinib to inhibit the FGFR pathway and its downstream targets, which are implicated in HCC development, metastasis, and resistance to VEGFR modulating agents.[13](#hep30481-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hep30481-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hep30481-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} In high‐FGFR‐expressing HCC models, the reductions in the expression of HIF1α and proangiogenic factors with subsequent intratumoral hypoxia are due to the ability of infigratinib to increase the tumor oxygen supply through normalization of tumor blood vessels. Decreased tumor cell proliferation and the induction of apoptosis, in combination with the blood vessel normalization effect, result in significant antitumor efficacy. The therapeutic response to infigratinib using orthotopic models shows significant inhibition of tumor growth, invasion, and lung metastasis. As a result, infigratinib significantly prolongs the survival of mice. The addition of vinorelbine to infigratinib significantly augments the apoptotic and antitumor activity of the single agents without altering the blood vessel normalization induced by infigratinib. Because there is a need for more effective therapies to combat HCC, infigratinib alone or in combination with vinorelbine may serve as an alternative treatment for a subset of patients with HCC with FGFR‐driven tumors.

Mechanistic analysis reveals that infigratinib causes G1 cell cycle arrest and apoptosis probably by reducing the levels of p‐Rb, p‐Cdc2, p‐Cdk‐2, CDC25C and Survivin, with a concomitant increase in p27 and Bim. Up‐regulation of differentiation marker HNF4α and down‐regulation of Yes‐Associate Protein (YAP) following infigratinib treatment may also contribute to the growth inhibition. Inhibition of the Mitogen‐activated protein kinase/Extracellular‐signal regulated Kinase (MEK/ERK)[36](#hep30481-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} and p70S6K pathways[37](#hep30481-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} is also observed. One of the effects of the MEK/ERK pathway on apoptosis is mediated by ERK1/2 phosphorylation of Bim, a potent inducer of apoptosis (reviewed in Steelman et al.[38](#hep30481-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Infigratinib and infigratinib/vinorelbine inhibit p‐ERK1/2, leading to dephosphorylation of Bim as indicated by a shift in migration. Enhanced inhibition of FGFRs, p‐FRS2‐α, cyclin B1, p‐Cdc2, and p‐Cdk2 and up‐regulation of p27 and Bim may contribute in part to the potent antitumor activity observed with infigratinib/vinorelbine treatment. These proteins may serve as predictive biomarkers of response to infigratinib. Given an expected low response rate, a step forward would identify responders among the large patient population of nonresponders. In this regard, the FGFR‐2 and ‐3 are potential biomarkers for patient selection.

The exact mechanisms underlying the ability of infigratinib to induce blood vessel normalization remain to be elucidated. We found that whereas angiogenic vessels in the vasculatures of vehicle‐treated tumors are hyperdilated, distorted, leaky, and nonfunctional, the majority of vessels in the vasculatures of infigratinib‐treated tumors are slim, elongated, regularly shaped, and well functional. The decrease in tumor hypoxia in the infigratinib‐treated tumors suggests that the dense capillary‐like network of vessels restores the local oxygen concentration. These phenomena appear to be dependent on the activation statuses of FGFRs in the tumors. Importantly, FGFR signaling in tumor cells can alter the tumor microenvironment by regulating secreted factors such as VEGF and bFGF that allow angiogenesis to proceed at disorganized large vessels. In the context of FGFR‐dependent tumors, FGFR blockade with infigratinib leads to reductions in the expression of VEGF, bFGF, and many others that affect capillary‐like blood vessel formation. As infigratinib treatment continues, the expression of proangiogenic factors such as VEGF and bFGF diminish as productive blood vessels form and restore the local oxygen concentration. This hypothesis was supported by a study demonstrating that intramuscular injection of cloned myoblasts with low amounts of VEGF secretion could generate nonleaky, relatively normal capillaries.[39](#hep30481-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} In the present study, we showed that the density of blood vessels in tumors derived from FGFR‐2‐overexpressed HCC14‐0910 but not parental HCC14‐0910 cells was significantly increased following infigratinib treatment. These blood vessels were functional and well oxygenated. These observations further suggest that the tumor vasculature is regulated at least in part through FGFR‐2 signaling.

Although FGFR blockade in FGFR‐dependent HCC promotes vascular normalization, FGFR reactivation after infigratinib withdrawal restores the aberrant vasculature. The overall message seems to be that even in tumor vascular networks, a regulated balance of growth factor receptors can generate a hierarchy of well‐organized and functional vessels. Previously, angiogenesis‐based cancer therapy had focused on trying to block angiogenesis or the pruning of the vasculature to improve tumor perfusion and oxygenation[40](#hep30481-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#hep30481-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#hep30481-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; however, our results using FGFR blockade suggest an alternative therapeutic approach based on promoting "normalization" in the growing tumor vasculature.

Our present study shows that infigratinib induces tumor vessel normalization and that the addition of vinorelbine to infigratinib significantly improves the antitumor activity of the single agents and the overall survival of mice bearing orthotopic tumors. These observations are in agreement with those of previous studies.[26](#hep30481-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#hep30481-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#hep30481-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} It has been demonstrated that vessel normalization increases tumor responses to immunotherapy.[43](#hep30481-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#hep30481-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hep30481-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} In this regard, inhibition of the FGFR signaling pathway by infigratinib would potentially improve immune checkpoint inhibitors or cytotoxic drugs, partially because of normalization of the abnormal tumor vasculature.[43](#hep30481-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#hep30481-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#hep30481-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

In the present study, FGFRs are up‐regulated during sorafenib treatment and in sorafenib‐resistant tumors. Importantly, inhibition of FGFR signaling displays significant antitumor effect in sorafenib‐resistant HCC models. Our observations are supported by those of previous studies showing that up‐regulation of the FGF signaling pathway is one mechanism responsible for resistance.[13](#hep30481-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#hep30481-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} This raises the possibility of using FGFR inhibitors for the treatment of HCCs with acquired sorafenib resistance.

In conclusion, our current study shows that the FGFR pathway is activated and functionally linked in the majority of HCC xenografts. Infigratinib inhibits hypoxia through blood vessel normalization and acts synergistically with vinorelbine to inhibit tumor growth and improve the survival of mice. Despite positive data from preclinical studies, the anticancer efficacy of infigratinib and the infigratinib/vinorelbine combination remains to be established in clinical trials.
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